
In everything from automobiles to
zippers, high-tech materials and
innovation makes everyday life

easier, more productive, or simply
more comfortable. Anyone who grew
up driving a ‘60s- or ‘70s-model vehi-
cle, for instance, understands that 55
didn’t necessarily save lives so much
as the better suspension, steering and
brake technology, which came of age
amidst this nationwide insanity to
extend our travel time. Bowhunting
gear, it goes without saying, has also
benefitted from these technological
and engineering forward leaps. There
are those who do not welcome this
inevitable turn of events, traditional-
ly-minded archers mostly, fearing
technology threatens to supersede
woodsmanship; that success rates will
climb to the point that longer seasons
and advantageous season dates will
disappear as bowhunters edge ever
closer to rifle-hunting success rates.
It’s ironic to note that even the most
basic longbow now benefits from
technology in the form of better limb
and string materials and computer
designs, even the broadheads and
arrows we shoot, but many hard-core
single-string shooters conveniently
fail to acknowledge this…

Everywhere you look technology
has made bowhunting easier (rela-
tively speaking), more enjoyable and
trouble free. If you don’t believe this
you weren’t bowhunting before laser
rangefinders. Before the late 1990s
more animals were missed due to
misjudging range than all other fac-
tors combined. More recently, I can
easily recall a single year when I shot
37 animals (partly due to an African
safari shoot-fest) with 13 different
bows, and missed exactly three shots –
two of those on turkey. Carbon-arrow
technology has come to seem old hat,
though is still a marvel of modern
materials and engineering know-how.
They’re becoming straighter and
more consistent every year, and
amazingly, ever stronger. I can’t
remember the last time I had a bow
limb explode, though there was a time
during the ‘80s when it was as com-
mon as flat tires — which come to
think of it, is less common than it used
to be as well!  Fiber-optic sights, vibra-
tion-dissipating stabilizers and limb
silencers, 350 fps arrow speeds and
titanium broadheads, have all
become so commonplace as to be
considered the norm. 

Too, “space-age” is a term tossed

about rather indiscriminately today.
So for the sake of organization and
because I can’t relate every new high-
tech product in a magazine context,
we at ArrowTrade have sampled some
of the “space-age” products that spark
imaginations, innovations considered
a major technological step forward.
These are products we think will make
bowhunting more productive, com-
fortable, and most importantly, enjoy-
able.

Concealing George Jetson
In days gone by we scrounged

camouflage togs in the form of thin
cotton ‘Mart wares printed with
antique WWII patterns, or visited local
surplus stores for military jungle
fatigues that were functional if not
ideally suited to bowhunting. More
recently terrain-specific camouflage
patterns, fabrics and/or insulations
made for the widely-varied atmos-
pheric conditions we face in the field,
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The author’s
wife, Gwyn, like
most women,
gets cold easily
– a real prob-
lem when you
bowhunt in
northern
Idaho. She’s
been enjoying
more time
afield since
adopting a
Gerbing’s Core
Heat vest, bat-
tery power and
heating micro
wires providing
warming heat
on demand.

HECS, Human Energy Concealment
Systems, uses conductive fibers set in a
specific grid to block human electromag-
netic energy signatures that HECS engi-
neers say can alert animals to your pres-
ence. The comfortable clothing is used as
a base layer or alone, and is available
covered in NEXT Camo.
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and bowhunting-friendly cuts and
design features, turn camouflaging
outerwear (as Sitka would have it) into
gear.    

Scent-containment wear from
Scent-Loc and ScentBlocker “virtual-
ly” (as per recent court order) elimi-
nates human odors, helping
bowhunters remain undetected from
big game animal’s number-one
defense. Base-layer materials made
from modern synthetics like, say,
Under Armour, keep us warmer when
it’s cold, cooler when it’s warm, mov-
ing moisture away from skin where it
can dry more quickly. “Bowhunting
rainwear” (once an anomaly) is now a
reality, duds that shed rain and snow
while also remaining stealthy enough
for close-range work on wary big
game (see the November 2011 issue of
ArrowTrade for a full discussion). For
the average whitetail hunter, the big
news is non-obtrusive, non-bulky
bowhunting wear that keeps you
warm during the most brutal weather,
from the likes of Sitka (Incinerator),
Whitewater Outdoors (Reversible

Sherpa) or Russell Outdoors (GTXg2
series), just as examples. These are
only highlights of the technologies
bowhunters embrace and purchase
enthusiastically, making bowhunting
experiences more enjoyable and suc-
cessful.

More recently even more unique
space-age clothing technology has
arrived, promising to increase success
and comfort afield.            

HECS stands for Human Energy
Concealment Systems (541-575-4327;
www.hecsllc.com), and represents the
latest line of defense from animal
detection. HECS president Mike
Slinkard says they’ve determined ani-
mals are able to sense electromagnet-
ic radiation (EMR) emitted by move-
ment, general bodily functions and
especially heartbeat. These fields
greatly intensify during moments of
stress experienced when close to tro-
phy game. It’s easy to remain skeptical
of such radical ideas, but every
bowhunter has experienced, at one
time or another, game suddenly react-
ing to your presence for no apparent

reason. This isn’t like the fellows who
wear tin-foil-lined hats to prevent the
government from reading their
thoughts, though HECS engineers say
they’ve found a way to block EMR
emissions and greatly diminish the
likelihood of detection. HECS’ 6th
Sense Apparel incorporates Energy
Cloak Fabric said to block the majori-
ty of emitted electromagnetic fields
and conceal bowhunters in a way
never before possible. This technolo-
gy is offered in a complete suit cov-
ered in NEXT Camo, used as a base
layer in colder weather or alone dur-
ing warmer early seasons, with an
MSRP around $179.      

My attitude regarding cold-
weather tree-stand vigils changed
considerably after discovering
Gerbing’s Heated Clothing (360-898-
4225; www.gerbing.com); most
notably their Heated Fleece Vest, in
black or Mossy Oak Break-Up camou-
flage. Each contains nano-sized con-
ductive fibers strategically placed in
chest and back areas to maintain core
body temperature. The vest is pow-

Rick McKinney, owner of Carbon Tech, demonstrates how light
his CT Phantom carbon bow is by holding it up with his little fin-
ger. By partnering with Win & Win archery of Korea, and Chuck
Nease (formally of Custom Shooting Systems) Carbon Tech was
able to build a space-age carbon compound that’s not only light
in weight, but offers cutting-edge performance features.

Hoyt President Randy Walk proudly holds Hoyt’s new Carbon
Matrix, a bow encompassing space-age carbon technologies; the
riser including some 40 different carbon parts of specific grade,
hardness and flexibility, fused together to produce a feather-
weight bow with fine shooting characteristics.
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ered by a 7-volt rechargeable lithium
battery pack weighing only ounces.
Four temperature settings are possi-
ble, battery life depending on heat
setting (8 hours at 85 degrees F, two
hours at 135 degrees, at the extremes).
Gerbing’s products are completely
machine washable.   

WarmXUSA (417-353-1426;
www.WarmXUSA.com) heated long
underwear is wrapped around a
patented technology using silver-plat-
ed fibers embedded in knitwear, pow-
ered by a small accumulator to warm
directly on the skin without heating
wires. This assures customers stay
warm in the coldest environments
without undue bulk, while also sooth-
ing tight muscles. Silver-plated
polyamide threads, woven into
underwear, are supplied with power
for up to six hours by a rechargeable
battery-operated control unit the size
of a cell phone and slipped into a
pocket stitched into the clothing. No
wires and no on-board electrical sys-
tem. They have three settings, are
machine washable and are kind to
sensitive skin. WarmX was awarded
the iF Product Design Award, Outdoor
Category, for 2007; an award that has
been recognized as a label of out-
standing design since 1953.  

Scent Control
Aside from turkeys, keeping scent

away from your quarry is bowhunt-
ing’s most basic tenet. Give even a
high-fence whitetail your scent and
the game’s over. Scent-containment
clothing, sprays and soaps have
become standard-issue gear due to
this truth, a multi-million-dollar
industry that keeps cash registers
ringing. More recently new technolo-
gy promises to vie for a slice of this
business.     

Buck Country Products’ (reach
them at 262-334-3000; www.buck-
countryproducts.com) OXY Elim-A-
Scent Micro Aggressor is small in size,
battery operated to go with you in the
field and electronically eliminates
scent in up to a 35 square feet area.
The hand-held unit can be safely
placed inside scent-proof gear bags or
tubs to wash hunting duds of offen-
sive odors, or can be hung inside pop-
up or other blinds to scrub the interi-
ors scent free. The unit destroys odors,
mold, mildew and germs while also
oxidizing and eliminating at a molec-
ular level chemicals that cause odors.
It does this by producing Oxyions, a
proprietary blend of naturally-
deodorizing activated oxygen and
cleansing negative ions. The by-prod-

WarmX heated clothing works a bit differ-
ently than other heated products, with sil-
ver-coated threads woven into the gar-
ment fabric transferring heat directly to
the skin via a compact power unit. The
long underwear keeps you warm in cold
weather while also soothing tight muscles,
and will not irritate the skin.

The inexpensive OXY Elim-A-Scent is a
compact, battery-operated unit that
scrubs air clean in up to a 35 square foot
area – like inside a pop-up blind – by oxi-
dizing odors with safe ozone particles, the
by-product being healthy oxygen. It can
be used in clothing bags or tubs to make
hunting duds in them scent free, or while
hunting from blinds.

9375 N Hampshire Dr
Tucson, AZ 85742 • (520) 742-1701

goattuff@msn.com

www.goattuffproducts.com

OTHER GOAT TUFF PRODUCTS: 

Impact Glue for Inserts �� Arrow Shaft Cleaner 
Microfiber Towels �� Debonder �� Accelerator

Thread Lock 

� Strongest, purest, easy to work
with.
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wood shafts.
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uct is natural oxygen completely safe
to the user — all for a retail price of
around $30.

Ozonics’ (dial 979-285-2400;
www.ozonicshunting.com) HR 150
and HR 200 are small units that pro-
duce an O3 ozone curtain around
your stand or blind, said to virtually
eliminate wind-blown odors around
the bowhunter. They can also be used
to eliminate odors on hunting cloth-
ing. These 3-1/8 x 5.5 x 7-1/8-inch,
1.7-pound (with rechargeable battery
installed) units are placed in blinds or
on the tree above a treestand giving
customers about four hours of run
time. Both include silent-touch
switches and ultra-quiet operation.
The HR 150 includes standard output
and LED low battery indicator, the HR
200 includes standard and boost out-
put modes (added scent eliminating
power on demand) and an on-
demand battery level indicator. They
retail from $350 to $450.       

Landmark Bows
The transition from simple bent

stick to refined modern recurve bow
required tens of thousands, perhaps
hundreds of thousands, of years to
complete. The transition from recurve
to modern compound occurred in
only decades, about 35 years to be
more precise. While it’s easy to argue
beginning compound designs, first
witnessed during the early 1970s, held
little advantage over well-built
recurves, compound bow design has
seen exponential advancements dur-
ing the past decade. Better limb mate-
rials and composite processes,
incredible advancements in string-
materials, precision-machined alu-
minum risers and parts, as well as
more thoughtful engineering have
blasted compound technology into
the space age.   

The wild Hoyt (801-363-2990;
www.hoyt.com) Carbon Matrix
launched last year to rave reviews, this
year the smoking hot carbon riser
technology is offered in the 32 inch,
3.6 pound Carbon Element and 35
inch, 3.8 pound Carbon Matrix Plus.
Last year Hoyt made an instant
impression with video of Carbon
Matrix bows being run over, on the
unforgiving asphalt of Hoyt’s parking

lot, by a 3/4 ton 4x4 truck and emerg-
ing virtually unscathed. These risers
aren’t only strong but lightweight,
offering the highest weight-to-
strength ratios ever seen in archery,
the intertwined tubular construction
truly optimizing the strengths of car-
bon fiber. Randy Walk reveals that
Hoyt engineers custom tailored spe-
cific carbon fiber formulations, stiff-
ness and weights in specific portions
of the riser for optimal performance.
Each riser is comprised of 40 different
carbon components, fully integrated
and co-cured to create a single,
immensely strong but lightweight
structure. The combination creates
the ultimate in shootability, quiet
characteristics and a vibration-free
shooting experience. 

These bows also include amazing
technologies such as In-Line Roller
Guard, Silent Shelf rubber shelf insert,
Perfect Balance Offset stabilizer posi-
tioning, past-parallel pre-stressed,
five-layer limbs and Stealth Shot
string dampener (which also opti-
mizes accuracy). The new Fuel Cam
assures a smooth draw cycle and
impressive arrow speeds. All this tech-
nology comes at a price, Hoyt’s
Carbon bows retailing for upwards of
$1,600.          

Carbon Tech’s (765-287-8670;

Ozonics’ scent-eliminating system cleans
air of scents and human odors via oxidiz-
ing ozone (O3) but does so on a larger
scale than other units of its kind. The unit
is powerful enough to scrub scent from
around a stand sight while hanging in the
tree over the hunter’s head. These capa-
bilities also make it more expensive.

DownSafe™ Systems, LLC

www.downsafedescender.com
PATENT PENDING
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www.carbontecharrows.com) car-
bon-riser CT Phantom is a culmina-
tion of more than 100 years of com-
bined archery experiences via 47-
plus-year archery veteran Rick
McKinney (winner of eight World
Titles and two Olympic silver medals),
45-year veteran Chuck Nease (with
more than 50 world and national
titles) and 20-year veteran Kyung-Rae
Park (owner of Win&Win Archery, a
name the world is getting to know
from its bow’s frequent trips to the
podium at top international tourna-
ments). Carbon Tech President Rick
McKinney calls the all-carbon CT
Phantom resilient, quiet and fast —
using cutting-edge design technology
and proprietary internal carbon fram-
ing with carbon overlays to provide
both lightness and strength. All
Carbon Tech bows include

CarbonZzzs with energy-
absorbing Sorba-Flex
material to silently dissi-
pate vibration and oscilla-
tion. The Phantom is
offered in a 39 inch Target
model and 34 inch Hunting
version, weighing 3.65 and
3.4 pounds, respectively,
both retailing for around
$1,000.    

G5 Outdoors’ two new
Prime (866-456-8836;
www.g5prime.com) series
bows are all about never-
before-seen cam technolo-
gy promising a new level of
bowhunting accuracy. Matt
Grace, G5’s president, says
Exclusive Parallel Cam
Technology virtually elimi-
nates the recurring prob-
lem of cam lean, creating
more forgiving, more accu-
rate shooting machines.
The new design balances
load equally on each side of
the buss cable through a
dual, parallel-track cam
that also reduces horizontal nock
travel and limb fatigue. The forged
7000 series T6 aluminum riser is twice
as strong as conventional aluminum
risers, holding cross-weave limbs to
reduce torsional stress. The bow is
harnessedwith BCY 452X Gore fiber
strings and cables and has a TI-Glide
Titanium flexing cable system to
reduce side load on cables during the
draw cycle. There is a special Shield
Grip that repels moisture and odors.
The 30 inch Shift weighs only 4
pounds and propels arrows to 333 IBO
fps via a 7 inch brace; the 34 inch, 4.3
pound Centroid is capable of 330 fps
with the same brace height. Every
Prime bow is tuned before being
cycled 100 shots, and then super
tuned again to assure top-notch, out-
of-the-box accuracy.      

Innovative Sights &
Accessories

For a very long time there was
plenty of room for improvement in
just about every major bow accessory.
This meant bowhunting outfits were
once treated with all the care of an
expensive professional camera to

assure uninterrupted service. That’s
no longer the case since the advent of
sturdier bow accessories. Fiber optics
changed everything in sights, just as
fall-away action changed how we look
at arrow-rest accuracy. The most
advanced sights, in particular, are now
part wow-factor materials, part cut-
ting-edge engineering. Some of the
most advanced accessories – because
they carry batteries and electronics —
render animals killed with the outfit-
ted bow ineligible for Pope & Young
inclusion, but fewer bowhunters
seem to care with each passing year, if
the proliferation of lighted nocks and
standard-issue pin lights are any indi-
cation.              

I had the good fortune to hunt
with a prototype Trijicon (248-960-
7700; www.trijicon.com) AccuPin
sight this past fall. This is one of those
products that are engineered so intri-
cately initial set-up can prove some-
what confusing, but once sight-in is
accomplished shooting it couldn’t be
any easier. In a nutshell, this is a high-
tech single-pin mover that once cali-
brated and sighted allows nearly
instant 20  to 80 yard, pin-point aim-
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G5 Outdoors’
didn’t trickle-
feed technologi-
cal advances
into their new
Prime bow line,
instead blasting
onto the scene
with a bow hold-
ing true innova-
tion in nearly
every part. These
advancements
include torque-
killing Parallel
Cam Technology,
a strong forged
7000 Series T6
aluminum riser
and C-1 laminat-
ed limbs, Gore
fiber strings, Ti-
Glide Titanium
Flexing Cable
System and
scent-proof
Shield Grip, to
name but a few.

Archer Extreme partner, and long-time archery player,
Mark Garcia, displays his company’s revolutionary
feather-weight Carbon Vapor Quiver, made from a sin-
gle sheet of high-strength carbon to be stronger than
metal quiver models but weighing only six ounces.

Archer Xtreme’s Carbon Carnivore Sight includes 3K
carbon material in the sight extension and aperture
head to make it extremely light, while also including a
patent-pending extended-fiber pin system and micro
adjustment design.
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ing in any lighting condition. 
During set-up the patent-pend-

ing BowSync variable transmission is
first dialed to correlate with actual
arrow speed, the sight is then sighted
at 20 yards, double-checked at 40 or
60. It’s then a simple matter of turning
the large, smooth-operating AccuDial
to the desired range – each etched
with precision laser marks to elimi-
nate messy tape — and holding point
on. The clear, vertical pin holds a tri-
angulated tip, allowing true minute-
of-angle aiming, pointing at the target
instead of obscuring it. Also, it isn’t
only backed by long, aperture-
wrapped fiber of the largest diameter
in the business (hence brightest), but
also a Tritium-Phosphor Lamp to pro-

duce a soft glow in low-light shooting
scenarios; the same acclaimed
Trijicon dual-illumination/battery-
free system used in the company’s
battle-proven military rifle scopes.
The aperture includes a bright peep-
alignment ring and bubble level.
Better yet, milled 6061-T6 aluminum
construction assures durability. In fact
the sight was subjected to 10 years of
simulated daily use during an inde-
pendent study
and emerged in
perfect working
order. The sight is
made in the USA
and backed by a
limited lifetime
warranty, retail-

ing for around $450.
Archer Xtreme (406-924-6113;

www.ArcherXtreme.com), a.k.a. AXT,
is a spanking-new company whose
mission is to provide the most
demanding bowhunter uncompro-
mising quality and function. To
accomplish this they incorporate
aerospace carbon fibers that make
their products lighter, stronger, but
also more expensive. Their uni-body
Carbon Vapor Quiver is a showcase of
space-age technology — a sleek,
featherweight and indestructible one-
piece, five-arrow quiver straight out of
Batman movies, constructed of 3K
carbon fiber weave molded into a sin-
gle piece to be uncompromisingly
silent. At a mere 6 ounces it’s light
enough so customers won’t even
know it’s there. It holds arrows secure-
ly in a special TPR over-molded arch
gripper that anchors even the smallest
arrow diameters, the hood filed with
closed-cell foam to further squelch
shot noise. The entire quiver acts as a
bow-dampening device, sucking har-
monic vibrations and shot noise from

Mrs. Doe Pee’s Buck Lures
603 Redbud Ridge, Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641

Fax 319-385-2855 • www.mrsdoepee.com

info@mrsdoepee.com

A Full Line Scent & Lure Company

For customer satisfaction,
great service and

great profit margins!

Product Information,

call 319-385-3875

Offer your customers the World's Best Fresh

100% Pure Whitetail & Elk  Lures!

CWD Certified Level 11
and

TB Accredited Free
Closed Herd

Mrs. Doe Pee's Buck LuresMrs. Doe Pee's Buck Lures

8 oz.
Continuous

Scrape Scent
for summer-time 
use to draw big 

bucks to the 
Hunter’s camera

e o 2 1N w f r 01

Mrs. Doe Pee's Buck LuresMrs. Doe Pee's Buck Lures

Trijicon’s new AccuPin Sight includes a lot of high-tech innovations found in military
rifle scopes used by our troops, besides bulletproof machined aluminum construction. Its
large-diameter, wrapped fiber optics and tritium-powered pin lamp provide shooting
confidence in any light, its variable transmission system making point-on aiming from
20 to 80 yards nearly instantaneous.

Tactical Archery Systems (TAS) offers the S.A.B.O. bow sight –
using Superimposed Ambient Ballistic Optic technology to create
“floating” aiming points generated by ambient light gathered
through fiber optics and projected onto the special concave lens.
The design eliminates the need for a peep sight.
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any bow on release. 
The Archer Xtreme Carbon

Carnivore Sight includes 100 percent
3K carbon material (extension and
pin housing) combined with
machined 6061 T6 billet aluminum
construction, making the sight lighter
and tougher than just about anything
on the market. Lighter equates into
less torque during the shot, with its
bulletproof qualities offering insur-
ance against failure during rough and
tumble hunts. Extreme pin brightness
is achieved with 11 inches of .019
diameter fiber optic for each of its five
stainless steel tube, zero-gap pins,
extended fiber protected in a patent-
pending Fiber Harness bracket sys-
tem routing fibers back and around
the rear of the extension bar. A
streamlined LED sight light system is
also included. The EZ Tech system
and laser vertical and horizontal hash
marks allows quick and easy tool-less
micro-pin adjustability and solid
lock-downs, the bubble level is third-
axis adjustable. The sight is offered in
Blackout Carbon, Realtree APG,
Mathews Lost and Gore Optifade.
Other less-expensive options are also
available in the line, but lack carbon
materials.             

Klint Kingsbury is the president of
TAS and says Tactical Archery
Systems’ (TAS) (210-699-9914;
www.tacticalarcherysystems.com)

S.A.B.O. Gen2 optical bow sight was
inspired by military technology used
for rapid target acquisition and aim-
ing. It uses Superimposed Ambient
Ballistic Optic technology, projected
aiming points generated by ambient
light gathered via fiber optic material.
It uses no electronics or batteries, yet
the aiming points are projected into a
concave, specially-coated lens magni-
fying fiber intensity and generating
superimposed holographic aiming
points. Aiming points appear to float
in the lens. The patent-pending
design allowing independent adjust-
ment of projected range dots (aiming
points), while allowing the elimina-
tion of a peep. Regardless of the angle
the aiming points are viewed from
they will maintain consistent arrow
impact. This provides instant aiming-
point alignment with both eyes open,
and even when aiming with a cross-
dominate eye (shooting right handed,
aiming with left eye, for instance).
Aligning the top dot with the tip of the
lens alignment triangle encourages
proper shooting form and anchor,
alerting the shooter to torque during
the shot. The second generation,
Gen2, design now features four inde-
pendently adjustable holographic red
dots as well as a permanently fused
alignment triangle and long-range
vertical line. The system allows an
unobstructed sight picture and low-

light confidence. 
J&K Outdoor Products’ (715-424-

5757; www.jkoutdoorproducts.com)
mind-blowing Videosight VS-D and
VS-DN truly take bow sighting into
the space age. These digital bow sights
are video recorder and bow sight in
one. While aiming, the target is pro-
jected onto the unit’s 3.5 inch color
LCD touch screen. Sight-in is accom-
plished electronically, without the
need for tools, and the system allows
pin-point accuracy without a rear
peep sight, or even a consistent
anchor point for that matter. More
amazing, images are recorded to an
SD card at 30 frames per second,
allowing immediate viewing after the
shot. While reviewing the shot shoot-
ers are able to determine pin place-
ment throughout the shot sequence
to better understand what occurred
before and after release. The Videosite
VS-DN model includes infrared LEDs
for crisp night-vision and shooting
capabilities out to 30 yards. Other fea-
tures include LCD screen brightness
control, low battery indicator and a
one year limited warranty. The sights
retail for around $450.   

As any whitetail hunter knows, an
aluminum bow handle can feel as if
dipped in liquid nitrogen during cold
weather. Enter Briner Technologies’
(315-524-4460; www.dragonfirether-
mogrip.com) improved Dragonfire

J&K Outdoor Products’ Videosite is a true marvel of technology.
The target and aiming points are projected on a video screen, the
sight is adjusted electronically, and an SD card records the entire
shot sequence so shooters can play back the shot from start to
finish to learn more about actual shot placement.

Leupold & Stevens’ compact and lightweight Vendetta laser
rangefinder mounts to any hunting bow, correlated to an exist-
ing sight to provide instant and pin-point ranging, even while at
full draw on a moving animal. This saves archers time that can
result in missed shooting opportunities.
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ThermoGrip. This novel stabilizer
screws into standard riser mounts, the
actual stabilizer body holding four AA
batteries which powers a felt-covered
pad with more than 3.5 inches of sur-
face fed through small wires. The sta-
bilizer actually works as an active sta-
bilizer, absorbing noisy vibration fol-
lowing release. The heating element
can be fitted onto the rubber-filled
polycarbonate stabilizer body when
not in use and includes a weather-
resistant body. Fresh batteries provide

up to three hours of warmth. The sta-
bilizer retails for around $70. 

Refining Ranging
The newcomer to archery might

assume laser rangefinders have been
with us since the very beginning. This,
of course, isn’t true; though it is hard
to imagine, after only a decade, how
we ever managed to get by without
them. I still own functioning begin-
ning units and they still get the job
done in terms of providing accurate

yardage, but rangefinder refinement
meant first making them smaller, eas-
ier to stash and handle, more recently
adding ballistic or tilt compensation
for ranging not conducted on level
ground.    

Leupold & Stevens’ (800-538-
7653; www.leupold.com) Vendetta
solves a common problem associated
with laser rangefinders; keeping them
handy for those fleeting opportunities
when there just isn’t the time neces-
sary to grab a rangefinder, then return
it to a belt pouch or pocket before tug-
ging on a bow string. Since the
Vendetta is bow mounted, it is always
ready, even while at full draw. This
eliminates those wing-it shots based
on guesstimate yardage judging when
you don’t have time to employ a hand-
held unit. It includes angle compen-
sation technology (TBR, True Ballistic
Range), one-touch continuous scan
and operates around a laser-dot align-
ment system to easily sync aiming
pins with the ranging laser. The unit is
super tough and compact, CR2 bat-
tery power supporting thousands of
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30% off 2010 price30% off 2010 price
SPRING SPECIAL

Limited quantities are available, order your Combo Chair 
and Ladder Tree Stand today at www.amacker.com or 
contact us at 877-431-3579 (ext 1) or 1-800-262-2537. 

Regular Price: $104

Regular Price: $140

Special Price:

er Ladddederr
Statanddddddnddd

Limited quantities are
and Ladder Tree Stan

$lar Price: $$$$ $14114141400000
$98Special Price:

le Rest 36360º0  
y Combmbooo ChChChaiaia r 

Adjus
TreTre

ar Price: $$$$ $$101010101044444$
al Pricce:::al Pricce:::
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ee 
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$70

Metal bow handles can feel like ice in cold weather, so the Dragonfire Thermogrip
includes a grip heating unit powered by batteries held in the stabilizer housing to make
this problem a thing of the past. Rubber lining and polymer material also act as an
active stabilizer to pull unwanted vibrations from the bow riser.
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activations, its LED display highly vis-
ible even in low light. The rangefinder
is activated by a pressure trigger pad
mounted to the front of the riser.            

OptiLogic’s (931-454-0897;
www.opti-logic.com) Mini I and II do
one thing better than anyone else.
Simply put, these USA made units are
the smallest laser rangefinders on the
market, bar none. They are so small in
fact, they might actually prove too
small for the biggest hands or to get a
firm grip on while wearing heavy
gloves. They’re honestly about the size
of a hard-pack of cigarettes; 1.4 x
2.5x3.25 inches and 3.5 ounces to be
exact. Another awesome feature
unique to the brand is a lighted inter-
nal LED readout. Click on a target
using the unit’s precise red-dot aiming
system and customers receive an
instant bright red readout. They also
include original VAC, or Vertical
Aiming Compensation, for those
steep up- and downhill shots without
guessing a range adjustment for drop.
They have a minimum ranging capa-
bility of 4 yards, the Mini I has a pas-
sive-ranging maximum of 100 yards,
the Mini II 400 yards (400 and 800
yards on reflective targets). Optics are
MgF multi-coated for long life, water-
proof and accurate to within +/- 1
yard.             

Connected Scouting
One industry friend puts it crude-

ly if accurately: Trail cams are like
crack. I currently own about a dozen
units (and need more!) and keep them
running steady about ten months a

year. One of the problems with this
addicting pastime, besides the $100 a
month I spend on batteries, is it can
become extremely time consuming,
especially when experimenting with
distant or hard-to-reach sites requir-
ing a drive or hike to reach. The other
problem, namely during open season,
is checking cameras introduces
unwanted and potentially deer-
spooking scent near stand sites. Some
animals tolerate occasional scent
deposits, others, trophy bucks in
hard-hunted areas in particular, do
not. 

Checking trail cameras remotely
has become the latest space-age
scouting ploy. In this scenario, images
are forwarded by an internal camera
technology or a separate unit
attached to an existing camera and
routed to a base unit, your cell phone,
email account or an internet web site
for easy downloading and off-site
viewing, even hundreds of miles away.
This leaves your stand areas free of
scent until that big buck shows, and
saves a lot of time and fuel running
cameras the old-fashioned way. 

Of course, this technology comes
at a price – in service fees, sometimes
a charge per photo, in
addition to the
expensive systems
themselves. This new
technology is most
useful for customers
who must invest in a
long drive to reach
their hunting proper-
ty, even those who

cross state lines to hunt other states,
or those whose time is extremely valu-
able. There’s another downside to this
seemingly fairy tale technology. The
most affordable systems require that
the camera site receive cell service,
normally a specific carrier. The point
is to assure you stock a brand compat-
ible with service plans the majority of
customers in your region can take
advantage of.                   

For instance, Moultrie Products’
(800-653-3334; www.moultriefeed-
ers.com) awesome GPS Game Spy
Connect remote unit uses only AT&T
cell service, which regrettably I don’t
receive, even if cell service did pene-
trate some of my Idaho mountain
whitetail stands. A friend in Iowa
experiences similar problems. Be that
as it may, at around $160, this likely
represents the most affordable tech-
nology of its kind. The unit attaches to
most Moultrie cameras (the I-45 and
I-65 are some of my most trouble-free
favorites, but the unit is also compati-
ble with the I-35 [infrared], M-45 and
M-65 [white flash]), wirelessly trans-
mitting data to Moultrie’s private-
access web site via AT&T cellular net-
work. It operates on six AA batteries

Optilogic’s Mini I, shown here, and Mini II are the smallest laser
rangefinders in the business; small enough, in fact, to stash in a stan-
dard shirt breast pocket. They also include interior LED readout, plus
original VAC tilt-compensation technology for steep up and downhill
shots.

Moultrie’s Connect (shown here with the company’s I-35 trail
camera) is compatible with a wide variety of Moultrie’s fool-
proof scouting cameras, allowing Internet access to your cam-
eras anywhere AT&T cell service is also available. It allows not
only checking and downloading camera images, but changing
settings and organizing captured photos.
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and can be attached to Moultrie’s
handy solar-driven PowerPanel for
extended battery life. 

Via computer, customers are also
able to check battery level and change
camera settings (also through cell
phone or PDA). Customers can also
choose to receive uploads daily,
hourly, or immediately after each
image is taken (a great way to catch
camera thieves). The site allows cre-
ation of photo albums and galleries,
editing, photo enhancement and can
be set up to provide automatic email
notification when a picture is taken.
The unit is sold in kit form, with cam-
era, or alone to work with the Moultrie
models already mentioned. Flexible
membership plans start as low as
$29.99 per month (approximately 400
images), for use only in the U.S., pre-
paid “Pay As You Go” plans are also
offered without contracts or credit
card arrangements.           

Two other popular systems
include the SmartScouter and
Buckeye Cam, which operate using
two different approaches. The
SmartScouter (888-707-2688;
www.smartscouter.com) involves

routing through a cellular network,
images sent, stored and managed
through an internet connection or cell
phone (Vnet, Sprint and AT&T includ-
ed). The system allows real time
retrieval at home or while in the field,
and multiple cameras can be attached
to a single account. In areas where cell
service isn’t available, Wildlife
Management and Black Ops 940 cam-
era models store images in a CF card.
Cameras retail for about $600.
SmartScouter accounts can be used
by up to six people by accessing their
web site and logging in via personal
passwords. I have no personal experi-
ence with this system, but I under-
stand rates are charged at 10 cents per
shot up to 500, five cents per photo
thereafter, plus a $20 activation fee.
Do the math and you can see this has
the potential to get pricey in a hurry,
especially living in an area such as I do
where cameras might capture 500

photos in a single week.          
Buckeye Cam’s (740-592-2874;

www.buckeyecam.com) operate
around a base unit which can network
a multitude of cameras. Orion models
include a wireless feature built into
every camera, operated in several
modes according to various situa-
tions. For example, using an Orion PC
Base system allows operating several
Buckeye Orion cameras, with images
transmitted directly to your personal
computer. No cell or satellite service is
used or needed when setting up in
this manner, meaning no monthly
fees or contracts. Another option is
using one of the Orion cameras as a
“Portable Base,” giving customers the
ability to use the wireless feature in
areas where using the PC Base isn’t
possible. This mode, also, requires no
cell or satellite service. Up to 30 cam-
eras can be monitored and controlled
from a single Base. Here is the catch,
besides the $2,000 start-up cost (plus
cameras): Your computer must be
located within two miles of the PC
Base. Kits include PC Base, PC Base
Power Supply, USB cable, Standard
mini Omni base antenna (upgrades
available), software CD, instructions
and a one year warranty.   

Cameras can also be used in a

The SmartScouter is a cell-service based
system that requires both cell service in
your area and signing up for a program
allowing access and use of the company’s
internet web site. Customers are charged
per photo for use, plus a monthly fee, but
save on time and travel expenses to check
distant cameras.

Unlike many remote trail-cam systems
requiring an expensive base unit or cell
service, SpyPoint’s Tiny-W simply stores
photos in a unit separated from the cam-
era wirelessly, up to 50 feet away. This
allows less disturbance and scent distribu-
tion directly at stand sites, and is also a
great way to catch camera thieves.

The Buckeye Cam Cell Base gathers
images from up to 30 Buckeye trail cam-
eras, routing those photos to your cell-
phone provider for real-time viewing far
from your hunting area. Another Buckeye
unit is designed to send images directly to
personal computers located up to 2 miles
away without the need for cell service.
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stand-alone manner. 
Buckeye’s CellBase allows control

over cameras from anywhere you also
receive cell service, operating on all
existing Orion Wireless Cameras,
allowing management of up to 30
cameras with a single base and single
data plan (including most major cel-
lular carriers worldwide, starting at
$49 per month, apparently without
per-photo fees). 

Other names worth mentioning,
though I admit to only precursory
knowledge, are ScoutGuard,
Wildgame Innovations, SpyPoint and
Covert Scouting Cameras. The
Scoutguard (803-223-9710;
www.hcodealer.com) SG580M, for
example, is a cellular game camera
that can only be used with AT&T or
TMobile service via a SIM card from a
local carrier, after being programmed
to your local wireless provider’s proto-
col. Real time photos are sent as a cel-
lular text or call notification message
or as email, anywhere in the world.

Wildgame Innovations’ (reached
at 800-847-8269; www.wildgameinno-
vations.com) Fieldnet WiFi
Technology is a local area remote
technology similar to a home wireless
network. It doesn’t require a cellular

tower network to communicate, or
cellular service. Fieldnet allows access
to cameras from up to 300 feet away
from a number of WiFi-enabled devis-
es such as an iPhone, Android plat-
form cell phone or laptop computer.
This allows you to view, edit, delete
and download all images from your
cameras without introducing human
odors to the actual site. Though its
limited range still means trips to
check cameras, the affordable tech-
nology is worth the scent-factor alone.  

SpyPoint’s (www.spypoint.com)
Tiny-W works similarly, but instead of
accessing cameras via a WiFi-compat-
ible device, images are stored on a
Blackbox backup receiver, saved on a
SD card of up to 32 GB, situated up to
50 feet away. This introduces less
scent directly at stand sites, but is also
a great way to catch camera thieves or
vandals. Otherwise the camera por-
tion of the system offers all the func-
tions and features of other SpyPoint
trail cameras. 

Finally, Covert Scouting Cameras’
(877-462-1799; www.dlcovert.com)
Special Ops wireless technology is an
affordable (about $350 MSRP) and
compact camera that automatically
sends photos to cell phone or email
via MMS. It operates through any cel-
lular service that utilizes SIM cards.
There’s no plan to buy into, just add a
line through a current cell provider
and start receiving images wirelessly.
There are no websites to log onto, the
pictures are sent directly to a cell
phone or email instantly. The only
stipulation is the camera site must
receive cell service. Otherwise the
camera operates exactly like other
Covert models, with a full line of fea-
tures and standard functions.   

These are just some of the many
examples of how technology is mak-
ing bowhunting more enjoyable and
trouble free. One can only imagine
what lays on the horizon. And like
handheld calculators and home elec-
tronics, prices of some of the most
expensive of this technology will no
doubt come down in years to come,
technological advances also ironing
out the wrinkles in current operation.
Until then, technology, like fancy
automobiles, come at a price out of
reach to many. Still, who could have

envisioned $1,500 bows and $400
sights, products bowhunters happily
purchase while seeking an edge dur-
ing their precious time afield?  For this
reason alone, technology sells.          

Space-Age Steerage
Okay, I know including a vane in a

space-age piece is stretching the
theme a bit, but one does definitely
appear space-age, providing a visual
edge during low-light shots at game;
while another contains true aeronau-
tic technology engineered to provide
faster arrow spin rates with less sur-
face area and mass weight. 

Norway Industries’ (www.nor-
wayindustries.com) 2.1 inch Zeon
Fusion is to vanes what fiber optics is
to sight pins. Think bright and highly
visible, especially when viewed from
the edges, such as zipping away from
the shooter after release. They are so
bright the company seemed to think it
necessary to point out they’re also
P&Y legal. They include lateral ribs for
increased arrow steerage and elimi-
nate the need for lighted nocks.        

New Archery Products’ QuikSpin
vanes were first in the field with
physics-driven designs, added kicker
lips or “spoilers” at the rear of the
smooth side of the vane, ribbed oppo-
site to break up air flow, creating lift
like an airplane wing, imposing
increased arrow spin and stability. 

Firenock’s (815-780-1695;
www.firenock.com) Aerovane II uses
the same principal, but applies more
sophisticated physics, an off-set vane
design with strategically-placed tex-
ture, wind channel, smooth and
rounded-edge construction comput-
er engineered to better manipulate air
flow for the sole purpose of increasing
spin rates. The Areovane’s basic shape
mirrors Bohning’s Blazer (the
Aerovane 1.967 inches long, .55 inch
high), but manages to impart more
control and spin, with less flight noise,
than a 5 inch natural feather. They’re
designed to work best at speeds
exceeding 290 fps (though three dif-
ferent texturing zones accommodates
a wide range of air speeds), and
straight fletched, despite broadhead
design. Firenock also has a precision
new CNC-crafted fletching jig with a
laser alignment option.
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The Aerovane II from Firenock uses aero-
nautic engineering to produce a compact
vane (shown in the package) that imparts
a higher degree of arrow rotation than a 5
inch feather. It does this by strategically
placing textured, smooth, divot and raised
areas in such as way that the vane is
forced to spin as air passes after arrow
launch.
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The reason for this recall:
In a recent quality inspection, Beman discovered a flaw that may have compromised the structural integrity of 
a small percentage of Bone Collector arrow shafts.  This recall affects only a small percentage of three specific 
batch numbers from two sizes of Bone Collector arrows and arrow shafts.  The affected products shipped 
between August 5th and September 14th, 2010 as follows:

Size Batch Number
340 107545200
400 107545100 and 107747900

The batch number is printed on the bottom center of the product decal located 
approximately 10 inches from the nock end of the arrow as shown here:

IMPORTANT RECALL NOTICE
Beman is Recalling Specific Bone Collector Arrows

What should you do:
Examine your arrows to determine whether they 
match the batch numbers shown. If so, immediately 
discontinue use and go to www.beman.com/recall.   
This Web site will outline the steps necessary to 
participate in the recall. If you need additional 
assistance, please contact the retail hotline (see below).

What will Beman do:
Beman will send a prepaid UPS shipping label, so 
you can return your arrows or arrow shafts FREE of 
charge. Upon receipt of the returned product, Beman 
will send replacement Bone Collector arrows or 
arrow shafts to you at no charge.  

Recall Hotline:

Actual fletch and nock colors may vary.

Note, this recall applies to the above batch numbers of Bone Collector arrows and arrow shafts only.   
No other sizes of Bone Collector or any other Beman arrow or arrow-shaft models are affected.
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